
SUPPORT & MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS

REFIT SURVEY



Owners and guests often watch TV, movies, listen to music, and surf the internet. Technology 
changes fast, resulting in systems getting outdated fast. Refitting your yacht makes sense, but how 
to know what to upgrade?
 
VBH OFFERS TECHNICAL SURVEYS 

Our survey clarifies the status of the many systems onboard. Our assessment informs you if the hard-
ware is working, malfunctioning, or needs improvement.

VBH performs several surveys, catered to your needs: 

  - AUDIO/ VIDEO SURVEY  
  - IT SURVEY  
  - Wi-Fi SURVEY
  - SECURITY SYSTEM SURVEY  
  - CYBER SECURITY SURVEY  
  - RF/COMMUNICATION SYSTEM SURVEY 

The refit experts at VBH work exclusively on refit projects. This ensures our refit 
project managers can fully dedicate themselves to your project while harnessing 
the first-class knowledge and expertise of the rest of the VBH team.

REFIT SURVEY



WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT 

 1.   Assessment of your existing systems (AV/IT/WiFi/Security/Communication systems)
 2.   Assessment of the yacht’s infrastructure (Cabling/HVAC/Space)
 3.   Assessment of manufacturer maintenance and support lifecycle
 4.   Translation of owner’s desires in applicable technology
 5.   Impact assessment of upgrade scenarios

 
DOCUMENTATION 

VBH provides you with a detailed survey report. The report provides an 
independent assessment of system status, including system design 
recommendations.

With more than half a century of experience, VBH has the longest 
track record in the industry. We focus on the entire lifecycle of 
supe ryachts. VBH refit specialists can provide great advice for your  
yacht’s refit.
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A CHANGE OF TECHNOLOGY



   

 
 

ENJOYING TECHNOLOGY 
 

ABOUT VBH

At VBH, we apply technology to improve the superyacht experience. We push the 
boundaries of technological applications. The aim is always to ensure a simpler, 
better, and more luxurious time onboard.

Over 300 superyachts benefitted from VBH’s expertise. We applied innovations in 
audio, video, IT, lighting, automation, communication, and security. Together with 
our network of suppliers, we integrate the best products and systems. 

Our more than 160 dedicated specialists are skill-full professionals. 
Their passion for technology helps us find smart solutions fast. We know the 
particularities of life on a superyacht, that is why we provide premium service, 
24/7 across the globe.

VBH International    
Amsterdam 
     
+31 20 799 3800  
info@vbhi.com   
vbhi.com     

VBH is a wholly owned subsidiary of Pon Holdings B.V. Pon is involved in mobility products, services, and solutions globally.  
The following companies are part of Pon and operating within the superyacht industry:

VBH USA
Fort Lauderdale - Florida
    
+1 954 281 8244
vbhusa@vbhi.com
vbhi.com/usa

VBH France 
Antibes      
   
+33 493653 393    
vbhfrance@vbhi.com    
vbhi.com/france   

CONTACT


